Manual for change the IGB300/IGC301
controller to E 145 S controller.
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2) WHICH PARTS HAVE YOU NEED:
2.1.

OVERVIEW:

Position

SAP code

Quantity

Description

Picture

Need for

1

New code

1

Assembly with E145S
board

Controller
IGB300/IGC301

2

1020769

1

Wireless transmitter
BUS FAAC 2 channel

Safety strip(s)
on the wing

3

1022054

1

External receiver for
existing remote controls.

Old remote controls 433MHz

4

1020873

1

Capacity 12,5 µF

5

1020553

1

Capacity 18 µF

6

1020599

1

Capacity 25 µF

7

1020552

1

Holder for capacity
with E145

8

1018799

2

Relay 24Vdc

9

1018799

2(3)

Relay 24Vdc

10

1021884

2

Limit switch for E 145

11

1007113

1

Relay 220Vac

Gate with old
blue capacity
with 12 µF.
Gate with old
blue capacity
with 12 µF + 15
µF.
Gate with old
blue capacity
with 28 µF.
Tool for the fixation of the capacitor
The two
mounted
limit switches
One relay for
each pair of
photocells with
type Carlo Gavazzi
When you don’t
want to use the
relays
For halogen
light

3

12

1009534

1

Led Light

13

1020850

1

Betafence Plate

2.2.

For change the
halogen light
For cover the
hole from the
main switch

REMARKS:

I will first explain some additional things, about capacitors,
limit switch and gate light what you must order for different
types of gates:
- Capacitors:
We had these types of gates in the past:



Bekamatic Classic(motor in Underbeam).
Bekamatic Industry(motor in Cabinet).

Type of gate
Classic 1650
Classic 2000
Classic 2800
Industry 2000
Industry 2800

Value of capacitor
12 µF
12µF + 15µF
28µF
12µF + 15µF
12µF + 15µF or 28µF

Capacitor that you need
SAP 1020873(12.5 µF)
SAP 1020553(18 µF)
SAP 1020559(25 µF)
SAP 1020553(18 µF)
SAP 1020553(18 µF) or SAP 1020559(25
µF)

You need only one capacitor per gate. It depends which capacitor is installed in the
gate.
Example:
- Existing capacitor 12 µF: you order SAP 1020873 and SAP 1020552.
- Existing capacitor 12 µF + 15 µF: you order SAP 1020553 and SAP 1020552
- Existing capacitor 28 µF: you order SAP 1020599 and SAP 1020552.
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- Limit switches:
We have two limit switches on our gates.
These are inductive sensors from the PNP type.
When you connect these types to the new controller, then you need 2 relays
24Vdc(SAP1018799).
If you order the new type inductive sensors SAP 1021884, then you don’t need the
relays 24Vdc.

- Photocells:
We had three types in the past:
- Infra P40 type:

- Garlo Gavazzi type:

- Prastell Foto35SDE(replacement type of Infra P40):

We only need relays 24Vdc for the type Garlo Gavazzi, because we have only three wires
and the NC contact is switched from the + 24Vdc.
You need for each pair of photocell a relay 24Vdc.
With the E145S controller it is necessary because we switch from the -24Vdc.
For the other types(infra and Prastell) can you change this in the receiver of each
pair of photocells. You don’t need relays 24Vdc.
And you put the NC contacts in serial.

Important Note:
If you don’t have the possibility for changing the wires (type Infra and Prastell) than
can you also use relays for these types of photocells.
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- Gate light(halogen light):
This is only a chapter when a flood light is mounted on top of our cabinet.
Normally always mounted in the French market.
When you have an old flood light in Halogen version(300W).

If you have this flood light, then need you a Relay 230Vac.
Because the output of our controller isn’t strong enough to power supply this lamp.
We have only a maximum power output of 60W and the old flood light had a power of
300W.
If you mount a new LED flood light, than you don’t need a relay.
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3) WHICH PARTS MUST BE DISASSEMBLED:
SAP code
1003765

Description
Main switch P1-25/V/SVB

1011179

IGB 300 mainboard

1011214

IGC 301 controller board

1003773

Receiver board for remote controls
Connected on the mainboard
IGB
300 on the connector X100

1010320

ASO induction system that is mounted
in the underbeam of the gate

1011787
1006095

Controller board for the induction system that is mounted on the
IGB 300
mainboard on the connector X101
Capacitor 12µF

1008123

Capacitor 12µF + 15µF

1006096

Capacitor 28µF

Picture
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4) DISCONNECT THE WIRES FROM THE IGB300:
Before you start with disconnecting, please cut the power off.

4.1. CONNECTOR X1 ON IGB300:
Look to this green connector below:

On this connector have we three inputs in vertically way:
A: ground 0V(-12Vdc)
B: +12Vdc
C: Input for contacts (starts with connector 14 to connector 30)
This can be important information when you disconnect the wires.
Then can you mark the wires, this is easier when you reconnect the wires to the
new controller E 145 S.
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4.1.1. PHOTOCELLS:
In standard situation have we installed two pairs.
In a few circumstances have we installed three pairs.
Transmitters = two wires(power supply), you find this back on connector 10,11,12
or 13.

These cables are only for the power supply 12Vdc, keep this in your mind when
you connect these on the new controller (normally brown wire = +12VDC and
blue wire is -12Vdc).
The power supply with E145 S is 24Vdc.
Receivers = three wires, you find this back on connector 25,26,27 or 28.

These cables have three wires: power supply and contact photocell (normally
brown wire = +12Vdc, blue wire = -12Vdc and black wire = NC contact).
We have for the new controller only one input for the photocells(connector 10).
That means: we place all these contacts in serial for the E 145 S(see later).
This can with relays or without relays, depends of type that was installed.
4.1.2. SAFETY STRIPS:
These are all resistive safety strips with a value of 8K2 Ohm.
These are connected on connectors 6,7,8 and 9. These strips are mounted
on the guiding post.
9

SCF(6) and SCR(7) are active when the gate is closing.
SOF(8) and SOR(9) are active when the gate is opening.
That change with the E 145 S controller because we use a CN 60 E module in
combination with one input(connector 11). We place all these safety strips on parallel(connectors 30,31,32 and 33).

In some cases, have you the possibility that on connectors 4 and 5 wires are
connected(only with old Bekamatic classic gates). These are the safety
strip(s) mounted on the wing.
SST: safety strip on top of the wing.
SSE: safety strip on end of the wing.

You can disconnect these wires without attention, we don’t need these wires
anymore. We use now a wireless system for these safety strips.
You can remove these parts(chain and support), we need only the safety strip(s)
on the wing.
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4.1.3. LIMIT SWITCHES:
These are connected on the connectors 29 and 30.

LSO = open position
LSC = close position
They have both three wires (brown = + 12Vdc, blue = - 12Vdc and black = NC
contact)
When you keep these limit switches, need you two relays 24Vdc for the
connection to E 145 S controller. Because power supply is now 24Vdc.
Inputs are connector 23(LSO) and connector 24(LSC)
4.1.4. KEY SWITCHES:
Normally have you none or one or two key switches mounted on a gate.
These are connected on connectors 22 and 23.
- KOI(input 22) = input opening gate for key switch.
- KCI(input 23) = input closing gate for key switch.
When you disconnect these wires, please have attention for this:
Input 22 A = common connector( +12Vdc)
Input 22 B and 22 C = NO contact
That means: between 22 A and 22 B or 22 A and 22 C have you an input for a
contact(NO).
This is the same for connector 23.
When you disconnect these wires, keep common and NO contact separate.
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That means:
For KOI:
22A = Common.
22B and 22C = NO contacts.
For KCI:
23A = Common.
23B and 23C = NO contacts
Please mark these wires, it makes it easier if we reconnect these to or
E145S controller.
Connector 12 = NO KOI.
Connector 13 = NO KCI.
4.1.5. COMMAND INPUTS:
We have here different inputs: connectors 14,15,16,17,18,19,20 and 21.

We have here:
GOI = open input (connectors 14 and 15)
GSI = STOP input (connectors 16 and 17)
GCI = close input (connectors 18 and 19)
GPI = impulse input(open/stop/close)
HOI = half opening input
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The connection of this inputs is the same as the key switch:
Input 14 A = common connector(+12Vdc)
Input 14 B and 14 C = NO contact
Example:
Between 14 A and 14 B = NO contact for give a command
Between 14 A and 14 C = NO contact for give a command
When you disconnect these wires, please have attention with this information.
Keep the wires separate and mark the wires where they come from.
Very important for the connection on the E 145 S board.
When you have a connection on connector 21(HOI), please take care with these
wires.
They don’t have standard a separate input in our E 145 S board.
We have only one input for open and close commands(connector 9).
4.1.6. INDUCTION SYSTEM:
This system is mounted for the safety strips on the wing.

The coil of this system is connected on connector 24.
You can disconnect it and we don’t need it anymore.
We are now using a wireless system for this(these) safety strip(s).
The coils and brackets that are mounted in the underbeam, can you remove now.
We only need the cable that is coming out of the safety strip on the front of the
wing. This cable connects we on the transmitter of our wireless system.
When you have mounted two safety strips on the wing (one on the front and one
on the end of the wing). Then need we the both connection cables in the front of
the wing for the connection on the wireless transmitter.
13

4.2. CONNECTOR X2, X3, X4, X5, X6 ON IGB300:

Please have attention with these connections: they are all connectors with
230VAC!!
Before you start with disconnecting, check first of the power is switch off.
4.2.1. CONNECTOR X2:
Power supply 230Vac input and 230Vac output.
Here have we two options:
PSI = Power supply 230Vac input for the board, coming from the main switch.
We don’t need this.
APO = Power supply 230Vac output for external extensions.
These wires must you disconnect if this connector is used.
You keep these wires separate for the connection in the power supply
box.
4.2.2. CONNECTOR X3:
This is the connector for the mono phase motor.
MCC = the common of the motor N
MRC = right opening of the gate L’
MLC = left opening of the gate L
MRC and MLC are depending of the gate opening (right or left).
Maybe can you mark the abbreviations(MCC, MRC and MLC) on the wire.
Then is easier for the connection on the new E145S board.
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4.2.3. CONNECTOR X4 AND X6:
X4 is the connector for the main capacitor and X6 is the connector when you have
a second capacitor.
We don’t need this anymore, we use a new type of capacitor.
4.2.4. CONNECTOR X5:
These are the connectors for the WLO and GLO.
WLO = Warning light
Mark this cable(wires) for the connection on the E 145 S controller.
GLO = Gate light
Mark this cable(wires) for the connection on the E 145 S controller.
If you have a halogen flood light 300W, then you need a relay 230Vac for the connection to the E 145 S controller.
The output for the lamps is MAX 60W by the E 145 S.

4.3. MAIN SWITCH:
This is the main switch where the supply
230Vac for the gate is connected(red circle).
This is cable is coming from the electrical
cabinet of our customer.
Please ask the customer for switch off
this power, if you don’t want an electrocution.
This cable is also the supply for our new
controller.

Be careful with this!!
Power supply must be switch off.
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4.4. ANTENNA FOR REMOTE CONTROL:
When there is a remote control(s), then is this receiver board
connected on the IGB 300 board.
Than have you also an externally antenna mounted on the roof
of the cabinet, this is connected on this board(red circle).
Disconnect this black cable from this board and keep them for
the new receiver.

We need this antenna again for a good working of our remote controls with the
new receiver.

5) PREPARATION FOR MOUNTING THE NEW E145 BOARD:
5.1. DISASSEMBLING OF THE IGB300/IGC301 BOARD:
All the cables and wires are now disconnected.
Open every cable entry and pull every cable out from the electrical box.
We remove now the ALU-plate with every tool that is mounted on that plate. You
lost only four nuts.
You can remove this plate and we don’t need it anymore.
Only when you have access control parts(clock, loop detector, keypad, …)that are
mounted at this plate, disconnect these part and mount them again at the new assembly plate or somewhere in the cabinet.
You can take now the new assembly with the new E145S board in a
cabinet and a second cabinet for the connection of the supply 230Vac.
Fix this ALU-plate again with the four existing nuts.
Insert all the cables you need for the E145S board through the cabinet cable
entries with the E145S controller, then tighten the cable entries on.
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Only the cable for the power supply 230Vac and the cables for external parts
that need power supply 220Vac(that was connecting on the X2 APO) can you
insert in the highest electrical cabinet on this ALU plate.
Use also the cabinet cable entries for these cables and tighten these cables
entries on.
We are ready now for the connections of the cables and wires.

6) CONNECTIONS ON THE POWER SUPPLY CABINET:
6.1. MAIN SUPPLY:
The cable for the supply of the gate must be connected in
this cabinet.
Open this box and then can you see a few wires connectors.
On the left side
in this cabinet
have we a few
wires connectors(red circle).
These are provided for the
connection of the power supply 230Vac for the gate that comes from the
customer electrical cabinet.
When you finish the connection of this cable, and the two
electrical switches in this cabinet are OFF can you put the power on in the
cabinet of our customer.
The small electrical switch(yellow circle) keeps off and the big electrical
switch(yellow circle) can you switch on.
Then have you the possibility to use the power socket if you will need this.
The other cables for power supply 230Vac, if you have these, can wait after startup (self-learning) of the gate. These cables feed parts of access
controls like clock, loop detector, … .
The wire connectors on the right side are provided for these cables.

7) CONNECTION ON THE E 145 S CONTROLLER.
7.1. THE MOTOR, WLO, GLO AND CAPACITOR:
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We need for all these connections the connector J2 on the E 145 S board.

7.1.1. MOTOR AND CAPACITOR:
We need only the connectors 1, 2, and 3(M1).
Take now the cable for the motor and connect like this:
M1 com (1) = MCC (N)
M1 op (2) = MRC (L’)
M1 cl (3) = MLC (L)
Connectors 4, 5 and 6 we don’t need it.
We take now the correctly capacitor that you have chosen with the type of your
gate.
Type of gate
Classic 1650
Classic 2000
Classic 2800
Industry
2000
Industry
2800

Value of capacitor
12 µF
12µF + 15µF
28µF
12µF + 15µF

Capacitor that you need
SAP 1020873(12.5 µF)
SAP 1020553(18 µF)
SAP 1020559(25 µF)
SAP 1020553(18 µF)

12µF + 15µF or
28µF

SAP 1020553(18 µF) or SAP 1020559(25
µF)

You connect the capacitor like this drawing.
That will say connector 2 and 3 are the connection for the capacitor.
There is no polarity. You need to cut off the connector

For the fixation of the capacitor can you use the capacitor holder SAP1020552.
In the cabinet have you two possibilities for fix this capacitor holder.
18

It depends of the length of the wires of your capacitor (the left side is the easiest
one).
If you don’t have place for the capacitor holder, can you put the capacitor in the
box without this tool.

7.1.2. WARNING LIGHT AND GATE LIGHT:

We have only one connection for these two lamps, wire connectors 7 and 8 are
the inputs for these lamps.
We have wired out these inputs to wire connectors with numbers 7 and 8.
We connect the WLO and GLO in parallel on these wire connectors 7
and 8(ATT 1).
We have also foreseen some earth connectors.
One important point: the controller E145S has only an output with a
MAX. power of 60W.

When you only have a WL can you connect these directly to these wire
connectors. Because the WL has standard a lamp of 40W or is already
changed by a LED lamp.
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If you have a WL in combination with a GLO(Flood light).

Old version = 300W

New version 20W

When you have the old version need you a relay 230Vac.
I prefer to put this relay in the power supply box 230Vac, because we work here
with 230Vac.
Then you also bring the cable from the GLO to this power box.
You need a cable(3 x 1.5mm²) for the connection between E145S box and power
supply box.
You can connect this like the drawing in attachment(ATT 2).
When you have the new version, you don’t need a relay. You can connect this
GLO directly to our wire connectors.

7.2. PHOTOCELLS:
We have for these connections only one input(input 2 FSCL Nr 10).
This is the connector for the photocells.
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We must programming this input 2 with software of FAAC(Easy board) like this,
we have already done this is in our factory:

Type Safety photocell with NC contact only function while closing.
We have wired out this input to a wire connector with number 10.

Very important information for the connection of these photocells to the
E 145 S:
-

With the IGB300/IGC301 are we working with the + 12Vdc for the contact.
With the E 145 S board are we working with the – 24Vdc for the contact.
Each receiver was separate connected to our IGB300/IGC301.
We must change the connection for each receiver.
We don’t use the FAIL SAFE because we need than more wires to
the end post and that can give some problems with the cabling.
- We must connect the NC contacts of the photocells in serial, because we
only have one input on our E145S board.

7.2.1. PHOTOCELL RECEIVERS WITH SEPARATE RELAY CONTACT.
We talk first about these types off photocells:
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7.2.1.1. Without relays 24Vdc:
Standard: two pairs = 1 receiver on End post and 1 receiver on Guiding post.
In some Cases: three pairs = 1 receiver on End post and 2 receivers on
guiding post.
We open the receiver mounted on the end post and then see you this
connector:

We see now a bridge between the + and COM connector.
You must change this, because now must you make a bridge between the – and
COM connectors. We keep the NC contact.
We do this only for the RECEIVER on the END POST.
On the guiding post do we need also some changes with the receiver(s).
Here take we the bridge out and we need the NC contact(COM and NC connector) separate. You need a fourth wire for this instead of three wires before.
Because, we place this contact(s) in serial with the contact that is coming from our
end post.
I made an electrical drawing(ATT 3) how to do this, then is easier how you connect the contacts to the E145S controller board.
We have standard only two pairs photocells, but in some cases have we three
pairs photocells.
You find the drawings in attachments(ATT 4).
7.2.1.2. With relays 24Vdc:
When you work with relays have you the advantage that you don’t have to change
anything in the photocells themselves.
You only need for each pair of photocells a relay 24VDC.
You can place these relays on the DIN-rail that is foreseen on our Assembly.
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The power supply 24Vdc for the photocells(receiver and transmitter) can you take
from the wire connectors 15(-24Vdc) and 17(+24Vdc).

The NC-contact from the photocell receiver connect you on the A1 and the -24Vdc
on the A2 of your relay.
Then we need only a NO contact from our relay that we connect in serial with the
other NO contact depend how much photocells receivers we have.
Why NO contact: Relay is active when you connect the NC contact of your photocell.
You have two electrical drawings in attachments, one with two pair photocells
(ATT 5) and another with three pair photocells(ATT 6).
You can take these for the connections off the contacts to our wire connector 10.

7.2.2. PHOTOCELL RECEIVERS WITH THREE WIRES:
We talk about this type:
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Standard: two pairs = 1 receiver on End post and 1 receiver on Guiding post.
In some Cases: three pairs = 1 receiver on End post and 2 receivers on Guiding
post.
Transmitter: Brown and Blue wire.
Receiver: Brown, Blue and Black wire.
When we have these photocells, need we a relay for each pair.
The brown wires can you connect to the wire connectors with number 17.
The blue wires can you connect to the wire connectors with number 15.
We connect the black wire from our photocell receiver to the A1 and the
24Vdc(wire connector 15) to the A2 from our relay.

-

Then we need only a NO contact from our relay that we connect in serial with
other NO contacts, depend how much photocells receivers there are installed.
Why NO contact: Relay is active when you connect the NC contact of your photocell.
You have two electrical drawings in attachments, one with two pair photocells
(ATT 7) and another with three pair photocells(ATT 8). You can take these for the
connections off the contacts to our wire connector 10.

7.3. LIMIT SWITCHES:
Normally have you this type of limit switch (Contrinex) that is installed on your gate. You can’t connect this directly to the E 145
S controller. You need two relays 24Vdc for the connections.
Connector 23(FCA1) = LSO (open position)
Connector 24(FCC1) = LSC (close position)
Connector 25 and 26: We don’t need these.
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We have wired these inputs to wire connectors 23(LSO) and 24(LSC).

7.3.1. YOU KEEP THE EXISTING LIMIT SWITCH:
These sensors have a cable with three wires(supply and contact).
Brown(+ 24VDC) and blue(- 24Vdc) can you connect to the power supply 24Vdc.
Wire connectors 15(-24Vdc) and 17(+24Vdc).
We need for each limit switch a relay 24Vdc.
The black wire is the contact of our limit switch that we connect to the A1 of our
relay. The A2 of our relay connect we to the – 24 Vdc.
Then use we a NO contact that we connect to our controller board E145S.
Why NO contact: Relay is active when you connect the NC contact of your limit
switch.
You can see the connection on the electrical drawing in attachment (ATT 9).
7.3.2. THE NEW TYPE OF LIMIT SWITCH:
When we use this type of limit switch( SICK), than you don’t
need the relays of 24Vdc. Then can you connect the NC contact from this limit switch directly to our board E 145 S.
We have three wires(brown, blue and black) for each limit switch.
Brown wire = + 24Vdc(wire connector 17)
Blue wire = - 24Vdc (wire connector 15)
Black wire LSO = NC contact gate open(wire connector 23)
Black wire LSC = NC contact gate close(wire connector 24)
You can see the connections on the electrical drawing in attachment (ATT 10).
25

7.4. SAFETY STRIPS:
We use for the connections of the safety strips two different parts.
Safety strips on the guiding post: CN60E interface.
Safety strips on the wing: Wireless system.
Also for the connection on our controller E145S, use we two different inputs:
- NC contact from the CN60E interface connect to input 3(connector 11).

You must program this input with the software of FAAC like this:
This is already done in the factory.

Type safety strip with NC contact, only while opening and closing without Fail
Safe.
- Bus connector(J10) for the wireless system to our board E145S:
We use this system for the safety strips on the wing.
These inputs are wired out on wire connectors.
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7.4.1. SAFETY STRIPS MOUNTED ON THE GUIDING POST.
We have normally mounted four safety strips on the guiding post.(95% of the
gates).
In some cases can you have two or zero safety strips on the guiding post.
This depends on the infill of the gate and the fence that is placed around the gate.
We connect these safety strips in parallel to our interface CN60E.
We have wired out this interface, the only thing is setting the DIP switches on
this CN60E module and the connections of the safety strips.
For the safety strips have we these wire connectors(30,31,32 and 33).

Wire connectors for safety strips
Numbers 30 and 31 (blue or white wires)
Numbers 32 and 33(brown wires)
ASO strips have a brown wire and a blue wire.
Bircher strips have a brown wire and a white
wire.

DIP
Switche
s

Interface CN60E

Then have you only install the dip switches from the CN60E interface.

We must check the position of
the DIP switches on the CN60E
1 and 2: number of safety strips.
3: test function.
Numbers of safety strips
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Examples:
- You connect normally four safety strips on the CN60E without test:
DIP 1 = ON, DIP 2 = ON and DIP 3 = ON.
- You connect only two safety strips on the CN60E without test:
DIP 1 = ON, DIP 2 = OFF and DIP 3 = ON.
Conclusion:
DIP 3 is always ON (don’t use the test function).
DIP 1 and DIP 2 depend on the numbers of safety strips.
Important:
When you don’t have safety strips on the guiding post; than you don’t need the
CN60E module. You can take the wire out in the wire connector 11.
You make a bridge between wire connector 11 and wire connector 15.
I made an electrical drawing for the connection with four safety strips (ATT 11).
That is for 98% of the installed gates.
7.4.2. SAFETY STRIP MOUNTED ON THE WING:
We use a wireless system of FAAC for the safety strips that are mounted on the
wing.
That exist of a transmitter and receiver with external antenna.
You can disconnect the old system(Chain or induction system).
Chain system is mounted outside of the underbeam.
Induction system is mounted outside or inside the underbeam, depends on which
type of gate you have.{motor in underbeam(outside), motor in cabinet(inside)}
The transmitter must be mounted on the front of the wing and the receiver is already placed and connected on the ALU plate(assembly).
The antenna must be placed on the roof of our Bekamatic cabinet.
The transmitter is a two channel. This can be important when you have two safety
strips on the wing.
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Receiver with external antenna

Transmitter for the wing

7.4.2.1. CONNECTION OF THE BUS TRANSMITTER:
We place this transmitter with the cable entry at the underside, on the front of the
wing, a 15 cm above the underbeam. You must drill a small hole under the transmitter for the cable of the safety strip. When you have two safety strips(one on the
top of the wing and one on the end of the wing), than drill you two holes.
When you have a safety strip at the end of the wing, there was always provided a
cable from the rear side to the front side of the wing.
You can use this rubber entry for protection of your cable of the safety strip.
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You have here some information about the transmitter.
The DIP switches are for which type of safety strips you
connect on this transmitter(8K2 or NC).

You connect the safety strip that is mounted on the
front of the wing to the BAND 2 input.
Have you a second safety strip at the end of the wing,
you connect this to the BAND 1 input.
- When you connect two safety strips on the transmitter:
Then must place you both DIP switches to ON.
- When you connect one safety strip on the transmitter:
Connect this on BAND 2 and place a bridge to input BAND 1.
Then must you place the DIP switches to: DIP 2 to ON.
DIP 1 to OFF.
Then put you the batteries in the battery holder:
two batteries from type: L91 AA 1.5V(see picture).
You can test now the safety strips on the wing. When you push on a safety strip,
the LED input of these strip goes on, when you release the safety strip, LED goes
out.
Important note:
The cable between safety strip at the end of the wing and the transmitter
need a wire diameter of minimum 1 mm². Otherwise the transmitter can give
some problems.
I made an electrical drawing that clarify these connections(ATT 12).
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7.4.2.2. CONNECTION OF THE BUS RECEIVER:
We have already installed this component on our ALU plate of the assembly.
The connections are also done.
The only thing that you must do, is the installation of the external antenna.
You have an antenna with 3m cable. At the end of this cable have
you a male connector(see picture).
On our receiver is there foreseen a female connector.
The antenna for the roof exists of these parts:

When you mount the antenna on the roof of the bekamatic cabinet, you only drill a
hole of Ø 13mm.
Green circles: components need outside the cabinet.
Red circles: components need inside the cabinet.
You put everything together and the external antenna is ready.
We need the antenna for a good communication between receiver and transmitter.
You see an electrical drawing in attachment( ATT 13).
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7.4.2.3. PROGRAMMING OF THIS WIRELESS SYSTEM:
You must do first some small things on the receiver:
- Put the jumper in this position like in this picture.
You find this just above the Prog. Button.
- We have four possibilities to program this system:

We choose for mode zero (both LED’s are flashing):
Band 1: active when gate is opening.
Band 2: active when gate is closing.
For the programming, see you later by settings.

7.5. REMOTE CONTROLS:
The IGB300/IGC301 was always in combination with these transmitters:

If we will use these again, then we need an external receiver with one channel for
these transmitters.
You can mount this on our ALU plate or inside the cabinet.
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You have then the following connections:

Jumper J3

3 and 4: output NO channel 1
Contact for open or close the gate.
This must be connected to our controller E145S.
5 and 6: Supply 12Vac/dc or 24Vac/dc
Connector 5 = + 12/24Vdc
Connector 6 = - 12/24Vdc
7 and 8: connection coax cable from external antenna
Connector 7 = the core of the coax cable.
Connector 8 = the shielding of the coax cable.
Here can you connect the existing cable that is coming from your external antenna.
The coax cable that you have disconnected from your old receiver.
Jumper J3: choice 12V or 24V.
Pins are bridged = supply 12Vac/dc
Pins aren’t bridged = supply 24Vac/dc
With our new controller E145S is the supply 24Vdc, then pins J3 aren’t bridged.
We can connect everything to our wire connectors.
You have an electrical drawing in attachment(ATT 14).
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7.6. KEY SWITCHES:

When you have a key switch on your gate, have we now also provided a separate input
for the key switch.
You connect the key switch on wire connectors 12 and 13.

KOI = wire connector 12
KCI = wire connector 13

You have marked the wires that are coming from the key switch(es).
Wire connector 12 = KOI = NO contacts 22B and 22C.
Wire connector 13 = KCI = NO contacts 23B and 23C.
Wire connector 15 = common = 22A and 23A.
I made an electrical drawing in attachment(ATT 15).

7.7. CONNECTIONS OF OUR COMMANDS:
We have only one input on this controller E 145 S.
Wire connector 9: Input 1 = Open A

We had in the past different inputs:
GOI, GSI, GCI, HOI, GPI.
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We can only connect these now at the input Open A(connector 9).
We don’t have Open B input because we use this for the photocells.
This has the same function as the GPI input with the IGB300/IGC301 controller.
This means: you can open, stop and close the door with the same function.
This is now programmed as EP function.
You find the function logics(LO) in the BASIC programming mode.
You have in this table the possibilities:

You see later how to program in the settings of our new controller(chapter 9).
In the following points describe we which setting are the best to choose.
In some points talk we about FAAC EASYBOARD, this is a software that you can
download from the website of FAAC(for free). This is a nice tool and easy to work
with.
We use normally only function EP and A.
7.7.1. STANDARD SETTING EP.
Then is Open A = GPI contact (open-stop-close).
You can open, stop and close the gate with one button (one contact).
You can connect the contacts between wire connector 15(-24Vdc) and wire connector 9 (open A).
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7.7.2. GATE WITH AUTOMATIC CLOSING, SETTING A.
If you need an automatic closing for your gate, then must you place the Par LO in
a function with automatic closing. We take mostly function A.
Then have you parameter PA in basic programming functions that regulate the automatic closing time (factory settings 30 seconds).
PA is time for OPEN A.
That will say:
Open A: open the gate, after time in PA closed the gate.
The input OPEN A works only as open input.
The time that you give into the controller, ensures the closing of the gate.
One important thing:
When you give a continuous contact(clock) to the OPEN A , then stays the gate
open. Only when the contact is lost, then starts the closing time.

7.7.3. DEAD MAN KEY.
We had in the old controller(IGB300/IGC301) a separate input for our key
switches.
We called them the dead man key.
They had as function for open and close the gate automatically when everything
was OK.
When there was a problem with a safety tool(photocell or safety strip) had you the
possibility for open or close the gate in dead man mode(hold to run).
We have created this with our new controller E 145 S.
We programmed input 4 and 5(wire connector 12 and 13) especially for this function.
The connection is already done, because we described this earlier in this manual
by the chapter key switch(6.6.).
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7.7.4. CLOSE COMMAND AND PARTIAL COMMAND.
We haven’t these possibilities anymore for these commands.
Why:
We have chosen for the standard connection of our key switch with dead man
function in cases with safety problems.
The partial opening and a separate close contact didn’t we use very much.
Solution:
- Close contact:
When you really need a close command(mostly in combination with an open command) than can we connect this to the KCI input.
That means:
- Open input: Wire connector 9
- Close input: Wire connector 13
- Com = Wire connector 15
This will only work when all the safety parts are working.
- Partial command:
We don’t have an input for this command. Please connect them on the wire connector 9(open input).
Important information:
If you really need an OPEN B input (Only for partial opening).
We can create an OPEN B in some circumstances.
Please take contact with the technical department of Betafence.
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7.8. POWER SUPPLY TO ACCESS CONTROLS:
Normally have we connected all the cables again to the new controller board
E145S.
The only cables that are left now, are cables to supply power at some parts for the
access control.
- When you need 230Vac:
Please take attention when you are connecting these wires, that you have
switched off the power.

This is possible for Clock, Loop detector, …
You connect this power supply in our 230Vac box.
There are wire connectors foreseen next to the power socket.
There can you connect these wires.

- When you need 24Vac/dc:
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Then you need a separate transformer for this, maybe was this done already with
the old controller IGB300/IGC301.
You can’t use power supply 24Vdc from our controller E 145 S.
We have already a lot of consumption for photocells, limit switches
The power supply 230Vac for the transformer can you take from the power supply
box(230Vac).

7.9. Conclusion:
Normally all the connections are done.
When you have left some cables, two possibilities:
-

Check these cables if you really need them.
You have forgotten to connect these cables.

Please check these cables if you really need it.
Then are we ready for the settings on the controller board.

8) PUT THE POWER ON THE E 145 S:
Normally had we already power supply 230Vac.
When you don’t have power supply:
Check first if the power supply is on at the electrical cabinet of your customer.
Is that OK:

We put the power switch on at our power supply box.
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You find this in the small cabinet above the controller cabinet.
The controller starts up and goes directly to ST function.
That means that you see the status of the gate.

9) PROGRAMMING OF SOME PARTS:
9.1. WIRELESS SYSTEM:
We have chosen for MODE 0 in our receiver.
When you push on the PROG. button on your receiver, then have you MODE
0(LED relay 1 and LED relay 2 are flashing).

MODE 0 = LED relay 1 and LED relay 2 are Flashing.
When you have this indication, your receiver is ready for programming.
Then have you 30 seconds for program the transmitter in this MODE to this receiver.
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Push on the PROG. button of your transmitter, LED on your transmitter goes on
and the receiver makes a short signal.
That means = programming OK
The receiver leaves the programming mode after 30 sec. without touching the
PROG. button on the receiver.
Then the programming of this wireless system is done.
Then have we to do the set-up procedure of the BUS system on the controller
E145S.
That see we later with the settings of our controller E145S.

9.2. REMOTE CONTROLS:
9.2.1. POSSIBILITIES:
You have two possibilities:
You program each transmitter separately to the receiver.
You program one transmitter to the receiver(MASTER), and the rest are SLAVES.
Important: transmitters and receiver must be together for the programming.
If you know that the existing transmitters already where programmed as MASTER/SLAVE, then need you only program the MASTER to the new receiver.
The other transmitters are automatically programmed.
9.2.2. PROGRAMMING EACH TRANSMITTER SEPARATELY TO THE
RECEIVER:
With this type of programming need you every transmitter.

You have two buttons: P1 MEM
P2 DEL

Programming:
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-

You push first on the P1 MEM on the receiver and keep this on.
You hear a continuous beep.
You can choose now the button on your transmitter that you want to
program.
Push on that button and the beep change to a pulsating tone.
You leave now the button on your transmitter and leave also the
button on your receiver.
Programming is done for this transmitter.
Do the same now for the other transmitters.

9.2.3. WORKING WITH A MASTER TRANSMITTER AND SLAVE
TRANSMITTERS:
If the customer had already programmed a MASTER transmitter from the past.
Have you only need this one for programming on the new receiver.
If you don’t have a MASTER from the past, then need you also every
transmitter.
You have two types of transmitters(see picture) and they have also a small
button(red circle). You need this button for programming the first transmitter to a
MASTER transmitter.

9.2.3.1. PROGRAMMING OF THE MASTER:
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When you have a MASTER transmitter from the past, take then these one for programming to the new receiver and follow this procedure.
MASTER transmitter:
-

You push on this MEM button on your transmitter.
You hear a continuous beep on your receiver.
You have now 5 sec for program the button that you want on your
transmitter.
The receiver makes a pulsating beep.
Programming is done.

This is now your MASTER transmitter and you need this one for the other
transmitters.
These are then SLAVES transmitters.
When you already work in the past with Master and Slave, must the slave
transmitters work now. If they don’t work, then must you follow the procedure
in the next chapter 7.2.3.2.
9.2.3.2. PROGRAMMING OF THE SLAVES:
SLAVE transmitter:
-

You push on the MEM button of your master transmitter.
You hear a continuous beep on your receiver for 5 sec.
You push now on the button that is program on your MASTER transmitter
The receiver stops shortly with making noise.
Now have you 5 sec. to push on the button that you want to program on
your second transmitter.
The receiver makes a pulsating beep.
Programming is done.

Your second transmitter is now a slave transmitter.
When you have more than two transmitters, follow the programming for slave
transmitter.

10) SETTINGS FOR CONTROLLER BOARD E145:
We have three buttons on the board for doing the settings of these controller.
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The display shows you the parameter and value of this parameter

We have also two levels off parameters that we can program:
- Basic function
- Advanced function

10.1. BASIC FUNCTIONS:
This has only standard settings that you need for the motor:
F button: scrolling through the parameters.
+/R1 and -/R2 buttons: for changing the values.
When you switch the power on, goes the controller normally in standard
mode(ST).
In this mode have you 14 different values that starts from 00 to 12 and HP.
The indication on the display depends on the position of the gate now.
How to do:
When you push on the F-button: see you on the display the parameter.
When you lost the F-button: see you on the display the value of this parameter.
With the +/R1 and -/R2: can you change the value of this parameter.
When you have the correctly value: push then on the F-button and you see directly the next parameter.

10.1.1. PROGRAMMING OF THE BASIC FUNCTION:
Important:
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Normally if you push on the F-button is the first parameter CF.
If this isn’t, keep then pushing on the F-button until you see parameter CF.
Parameter CF: Type of motors
You have here 3 possibilities: we choose value: 2 (sliding gate).
Parameter dF: Default
We have value: no
Some parameters have been changed from the default configuration.
That’s normal.
Parameter LO: Function logics
This is an important setting. This depends what you choose in
chapter 6.7.(Open and close commands).
We have spoken about two options: EP, A.
You must take one of these.
You can’t choose another function.
Parameter PA: Pause OPEN A time(you only see this parameter when you
choose for parameter LO option A).
This parameter regulates the automatic closing for a totally opening.
This is the time for automatic closing that you can regulate from 1 sec. to 9,5 min.
The time runs after reaching the limit switch open.
Parameter PB: Pause OPEN B time(you only see this parameter when you
choose for parameter LO option A).
Put this parameter with value 00.
We have used input 2 as photocell input.
You can always use this function with the remote control(radio 2 channel).
Parameter Mn: Numbers of motors.
We choose value: 1. We have only one motor.
Parameter F1: Power motor 1.
We choose value: 50
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Parameter En: Encoder use.
We choose value: no
We don’t have an encoder in our installation.
Parameter So: safety strips for opening mode.
This is standard on value nc.
Safety strips with NC contact(bridge between wire connector 27 and 28).
Parameter Sc: safety strips for closing mode.
This is standard on value nc
Safety strips with NC contact(bridge between wire connector 28 and 29).
Parameter br: sliding leaf breaking.
We choose value: 03.
Parameter bu: BUS 2 easy devices entry.
This is an important parameter for the tools that you have connected on the BUS
input. Each part with BUS connection has an address.
These addresses must be programmed into controller.
We have the connection of our wireless system to the bus input.
The receiver and the transmitter must first be programmed with each other.
Normally see you now on the display NO.
You push now together on the buttons +/R1 and -/R2.
You keep pushing on both buttons until you see on the display a Y.
When you see the Y on the display, is each part recognized into the controller.
You can now release the buttons +/R1 and -/R2.
Learning mode is done.

Parameter M1: Motor 1 dead man-drive mode.
Value = - -.
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You can open and close the gate in DEAD-MAN mode.
+/R1= goes open while you push on this button(oP).
-/R2= goes close while you push on this button(cL).
Parameter tL: Work time learning(set-up).
We are coming back for this procedure. We do first all the settings.
Parameter St: Automated system status.
This is the parameter for leave the programming mode.
You can now choice for save the settings or don’t save the settings.
This is indicated with Y or NO:
Y: save the settings that we have changed.
No: Don’t save the settings that we have changed.
You can change this with the +/R1 or -/R2 buttons.
When you have chosen(we choose now Y), confirm with the F-button.
Then are you coming in the status of the automatic system.
Here have we the following values:
You have always one of these codes on the display, depends on the situation(position) of the gate.
00 = Gate close.
01 = Gate open.
02 = Has stopped and next movement goes open.
03 = Has stopped and next movement goes close.
04 = Gate open in automatic mode.
05 = gate is opening.
06 = gate is closing.
07 = Failsafe test is busy.
08 = Check-up BUS 2easy components.
09 = Pre-warning and goes open.
10 = Pre-warning and goes close.
11 = Opening in emergency.
12 = Closing in emergency.
HP = Hold position.
10.1.2. RESUME OF BASIC SETTINGS:
Parameter
Cf

Value
2
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dF
LO
PA
PB
Mn
F1
En
So
Sc
br
bu
M1
tL
St

no
EP or A
Depends of customer
0
1
50
no
nc
nc
03
No(Setup BUS
2easy)
--Y or status gate

10.2. ADVANCED FUNCTION:
These parameters are important for small adjustments about safety tools and provide some extra possibilities for our motor and customer.
We can activate this as followed:
You push together on the F-button and the +/R1 button.
Then activate you the advanced function.
The first parameter that you see is Parameter bo.
You can change the value with +/R1 and -/R1.
With the F-button go you to the next parameter.
10.2.1. PROGRAMMING OF ADVANCED PARAMETERS:
Parameter bo: time at maximum power with starting:
You have value: PC
Setting is done with the software. We have placed on value 1.
You can change this with +/R1 and -/R2 buttons
Parameter IP: Reversing movement when the safety strip detects an obstacle:
You have value: PC
Value is no: totally reversing when safety strip detects an obstacle.
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Parameter r1: Wing acceleration.
We choose value: 05
Parameter PF: Pre flashing.
This is a specific tool for the flashing light.
You can install a pre warning time before the movement.
The time is always 3 sec.
You can choose at these possibilities:
no = not activated
OC = pre-warning before each movement(opening and closing).
CL = pre-warning before a closing movement
OP = pre-warning before an opening movement
PA = Only pre-warning after end of automatic closing time.
We choose standard for no.
Parameter Ph: photocells for the closing.
This is specific parameter for the working of our photocells.
Y = operate the reversal only when photocells are free.
no = operate the reversal immediately.
We choose for standard no.
Parameter Ad: ADMAP function.
This is a special rule for France, the French rule NFP 25/362.
Y = active
no = not active
We choose no, for France choose: y.

Parameter o1: Function of output 1.
This is about connector 19, we can program this output for different possibilities.
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We give an overview:
Function
00
01
02

03

04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Description
Always active
Failsafe function
Indication light:
OFF: when gate is closed.
ON: - gate goes open and in open position.
- when time is running for automatic closing.
FLASHING: when gate is closing.
Output for a lamp:
This is active when gate is moving and the extra time that you give in parameter t1 after
movement.
Error active
Gate is open/ when time is running for automatic closing
Gate is close
Gate is moving(both direction)
Gate in emergency movement
Gate is opening
Gate is closing
Not active
Safety tool is active
Function traffic light:
Active when gate is opening and when gate is
open in automatic mode.
Output with timer(parameter t1) for second
channel remote control(OMNIDEC)
Output active with second channel remote control(OMNIDEC), function step by step.
Active when motor 1 is running
Active when motor 2 is running
Active when there is a breach alarm

We have programmed out 1 = 05 (gate open or in PAUZE time).
Parameter t1: Timer output 1.
This is only active when you choose by out1 with function 03 or 14.
You can give a time from 1 to 59 min.
Parameter o2: output 2.
This is about connector 20, and you have the same functions as output 1.
We have programmed out 2 = 06 (gate closed).
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Parameter t2: timer output 2.
This is the same as parameter t1.
Parameter AS: maintenance request or cycle counter.
You have here two possibilities: Maintenance request or cycle counter
Y = Activate a signal for maintenance after the cycles that you have
programmed in parameter nc and nd. When the cycles for
maintenance is reached, then gives the warning light for each
movement a pre-warning of 8 sec.
When you have a maintenance signal, can you reset this with push
together on these buttons +/R1 and -/R2 for a few seconds.
No = Activate a cycles counter that you can see in combination with
parameter nd and nc. Max cycles are 99990 that you can see.
Parameter nc: counter of thousands.
With PAR. AS: Y: choose a value of thousands for maintenance request.
No: counter of thousands of cycles.
Parameter nd: counter of hundreds.
With PAR. AS: Y: choose a value of hundreds for maintenance request.
No: counter of hundreds of cycles
Example: nc = 65
nd = 53
With AS = Y: after 65530 cycles will flash the warning light 8 sec. for each
movement.
With AS = no: the gate has 65530 cycles
Parameter St: status of the automatic system.
This is the same parameter like in basic function.
Choose y and confirm with F-button for saving your settings.

10.2.2. RESUME OF ADVANCED SETTINGS:
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Parameter
bo
IP
r1
PF
Ph
Ad
o1
o2
AS
nc
nd
St

Value
01
no
05
no
no
no
05
06
no
--y

Everything is now programmed, and gate is ready for learning process.

11) SELF-LEARNING OF THE GATE:
11.1. FIRST CHECK-UP:
Close the gate and connect the motor to the wing.
That the wing is blocked by the motor(it isn’t possible to move the wing manually).
Before we start with the self-learning check we first the status of a few LED’s.
I give an overview of what you should see with these important LED’s.

Inputs:
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LED DL9(red) Input 1 = OFF (Open A)
LED DL8(red) Input 2 = ON (Photocell input)
LED DL7(red) Input 3 = ON (Safety strips on
GP)
LED DL6(red) Input 4 = OFF (KOI)
LED DL5(red) Input 5 = OFF (KCI)

Bus 2 easy and limit switch:
LED DL14(green) BUS MON = ON
LED DL15(red) BUS = OFF Safety strip(s) on wing
LED DL4(red) FCA 1 = ON
LED DL3(red) FCC 1 = OFF(gate is closed)
LED DL2(red) FCA 2 = OFF
LED DL1(red) FCC 2 = OFF

LED DL18(red) edge 1 = ON
LED DL19(red) edge 2 = ON
This is important information before you start with the Self-learning.
You need these indications for start the gate up.

11.2. Self-learning of the gate:
Before we start might this done:
- gate must be closed
- BUS 2 easy accessoires are programmed
- Display in ST mode shows 50(Self -learning isn’t done).
We start with the Self-learning procedure:
Important:
When self-learning is in progress the safety equipment doesn’t work.
Take attention with this, we don't want to let traffic pass while the self-learning
procedure is in progress.
- Go to the Basic function(press Button F).
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- Take parameter tL.
- Display shows: - -.
- Start the Self-learning by pressing +/R1 and -/R2 together for a few seconds.
- The gate starts with opening and shows S1 on the display.
- Release the buttons +/R1 and -/R2.
- The gate opens until she reaches the limit switches open.
- Gate stops and reverses. (gate is closing).
- Displays shows now S2.
- The gate is closing until she reaches the limit switch close.
- The gate stops on this position(when she reaches the limit switch close).
- Display shows 00.
This means: self-learning is done = gate is ready for using.
When you have a flashing 50 on the display, this means that the self-learning proces wasn’t done very well. Please restart the Self-learning proces again.
When you have 00 on the display(gate closed) after the restart, that means self
learning OK.
Conclusion: gate is now working very well and be proud of your work.
Finally: check the functionality of the safety tools, if they work correctly

12) FAILURES:

The Error LED find you on the controller board next to the display.
There are two possibilities for indicating an error:
- Led is on
- Led is flashing
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If you will see which error code you have, press on buttons +/R1 and –/R2
together.
The display indicates which error code you have.
Here have you an explanation with the important errors:

12.1. ERROR CODES WHILE LED ERROR IS ON:
Nr.
01
05
08

14

Explanation
Board is broken
Set-UP isn’t valid
Fail in the BUS 2easy
connections
Short circuit in BUS
2easy connections
Configuration Error

19

Memory error

93

Too much consumption
on 24Vdc power supply

09

Solution
Change the E145S board
Repeat the SET-UP
Check the addresses from the parts
connected to the BUS 2easy system
Check the connections on the BUS
2easy system
Check the parameters(Basic and Advanced)
Do again the set-up of the BUS 2
easy system and/or reprogram the
controller board
Check the parts that use 24Vdc
power supply

12.2. ERROR CODES WHILE LED ERROR IS FLASHING:
Nr.
27

30

Explanation
Number of consecutive
obstacles exceeded at
opening
Number of consecutive
obstacles exceeded at
closing
Memory receiver is full

40

Need assistance

62

Time and date are lost
in the controller

28

Solution
Remove each obstacle.
When needed, do the set-up again
Remove each obstacle.
When needed, do the set-up again
Check the transmitter or use a second MINIDEC module
Take contact with the installer for
maintenance
Change the battery CR2032 and recharge time and date in the controller.
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13) ELECTRICAL DRAWINGS:
Att. 1
Att. 2
Att. 3
Att. 4
Att. 5
Att. 6
Att. 7
Att. 8
Att. 9
Att. 10
Att. 11
Att. 12
Att. 13
Att. 14
Att. 15
Att. 16

Warning light and Gate light in parallel
Gate light with Relay 240Vac
Two pairs of photocells with contact in serial
Three pairs of photocells with contact in serial
Two pairs of photocells with relays 24Vdc
Three pairs of photocells with relays 24Vdc
Two pairs of photocells Garlo Gavazzi with relays
24 Vdc
Three pairs of photocells Garlo Gavazzi with relays 24 Vdc
Limit switch(Contrinex) with relays 24Vdc
Limit switch(Sick)
Safety strips on guiding post(CN60E)
Safety strips on wing(Transmitter)
Safety strips on wing(Receiver)
External receiver for remote controls
Key switches
Connection E145S to Wire connector

Attachment 1:
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Attachment 2:
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Attachment 3:
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Attachment 4:
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Attachment 5:
60

Attachment 6:
61

Attachment 7:
62

Attachment 8:
63

Attachment 9:
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Attachment 10:
65

Attachment 11:
66

Attachment 12:
67

Attachment 13:
68

Attachment 14:
69

Attachment 15:
70

Attachment 16:
71
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